
Ana Mead 
@everyone i've got something you need to know. can you get the others together here in 15 minutes? 
 
Csquires 
oh boy 
 
Stephanie98 
Here 
 
Frosh_VII 
Here 
Lemme desp00kify 
 
JSeeCan 
actually im here 
thought i had uninstalled discord on my computer 
 
nwang 
Here 
Is this about the spider pit 
 
hunterboerner 
@nwang is that like a foam pit but with spiders? 
 
nwang 
Idk but Ana is making one apparently 
 
Frosh_VII 
Nah it's like brad Pitt but a spider 
 
csquires 
Surprise, that's the room. It's just a hole full of fucking spiders 
 
nwang 
Carter has solved the room 
 
Ana Mead 
i am relatively certain that there are no spiders in the room 
 
nwang 
Only relatively, o no 
 
csquires 
It's the "relatively" that counts 
 
Frosh_VII 
Twist, the Room is a spider 
 



Ana Mead 
wrong number of legs 
gotta be eleven 
 
Frosh_VII 
*a mutant spider 
 
Nwang 
Oh so PS's experiments were to make spiders with eleven legs 
 
Csquires 
Theory: the Parasite is just a spider with eleven legs 
 
Frosh_VII 
It all makes sense now 
 
Ana Mead 
okay real talk tho 
i haven't really told you why i left ps 
but i think it's time 
last year i discovered a corruption in the organization 
something big, maybe even one of the reticulites 
and no one believed me 
 
nwang 
What did you discover 
 
Frosh_VII 
We believe you 
 
Ana Mead 
i had reasons to suspect that one of the reticulites was trying to harm the parasite 
but i couldn't prove it 
and i still can't, not yet 
 
Angel 
Here 
 
csquires 
Is there any way to prove it? 
 
nwang 
Did the actions of a particular reticulite draw ur attention or ? 
 
Ana Mead 
there might be, but it'll take time 
 
nwang 



You said you thought it was time to tell us-why now? Do we have a role to play in this 
 
Ana Mead 
yes. in a few weeks you'll be here and you'll see the reticulites, and judge for yourself 
i'm sure that one of them is not what they seem to be 
Angel-Last  
Are there reliable ways to distinguish among reticulites? 
 
Frosh_VII 
Why do they want to harm the parasite? There must be a rationale 
 
Ana Mead 
@Angel yes there are, there are small differences in their appearances 
 
Ayalaa 
can you break down which ret is which then? 
 
Ana Mead 
@Frosh_VII i don't know, but i think it's a Founderist 
 
Frosh_VII 
Is that pro-founder ideology or like founder racist? 
 
Angel 
No wonder no one believed you. Accusing a founderist. 
 
Ana Mead 
the former 
 
hunterboerner 
@Ana Mead does he have 6 fingers on his right hand? 
 
Ana Mead 
founderists are too committed to the idea of the parasite and the room as the creation/discovery of a 
messianic figure, jesse 
i've got something that might explain, and the note that ended my membership at PS 
 
Frosh_VII 
How civil was your exit from PS?(edited) 
 
Ana Mead 
@Frosh_VII i regret what happened, i miss my friends, but it was necessary 
 
Frosh_VII 
So no bad blood? 
Ana Mead-Last Wednesday at 2:41 PM 
i hope not, but i have no idea what they're thinking 
especially the reticulites 



Frosh_VII 
Why are you helping us cooperate with PS then? 
 
Ayalaa 
did you ever send this? because it's just a draft. 
 
Frosh_VII 
Is it just one rogue member or is this systemic? 
 
Ana Mead 
@Frosh_VII because the parasite is coming and they're the only ones with access to it right now 
@ayalaa yes 
 
Frosh_VII 
Did you go to other members before you came to us? 
 
Ana Mead 
@ayalaa i keep the draft as a reminder of what could have been 
@Frosh_VII i hope it's just one rogue reticulite... 
and yes, i still talk to some people from the old days. that's how i get all this stuff 
i have to go 
stay safe 
 
nwang 
Thanks Ana, u too 
U know what they say 
Safety first 
U can never be too safe 
 


